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Part 1: Open to the Public 

REPORT OF STRATEGIC DIRECTOR FOR PLACE 

 

TO GROWTH & PROSPERITY PANEL 
 

ON 22 March 2021

 

TITLE: Office Investments  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
That the panel notes the current and projected financial positions relating to the 
Council’s investment in grade A office properties at New Bailey and Embankment 
together with the continuing progress made in securing lettings in the buildings. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
In support of the wider Salford Central and Greengate regeneration masterplans, the 
Council has over a number of years invested in three grade A office schemes. These 
interventions have had a significant positive impact in either initiating or maintaining 
the pace of development to grow the office market in the city. The investments continue 
to grow the Salford business economy, create long term employment opportunities and 
provide an increase in business rates income. As a result of completed lettings in the 
leased properties, the Council benefits from a positive cash flow return, and for the 
owned property, a number of options exist to receive revenue income or the generation 
of a capital receipt, all of which are available for investment in frontline services. This 
report sets out details of the current performance of the properties at 100 Embankment, 
One New Bailey and 2 New Bailey Square. In addition, a general office market 
overview is included in light of the ongoing pandemic which has seen a change in 
working practices since March 2020. 
 

 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: None 
 

 

KEY DECISION: No 
 

 

DETAILS: 
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1.0  Background  
 
1.1  Over the past seven years, the Council has made a number of interventions in 

the commercial property markets in the Greengate and Salford Central areas 
which were either intended to initiate or maintain the pace of redevelopment. 
The first of these was the decision taken in 2013 to take a lease of a new build 
grade A office, One New Bailey which was followed in 2017 by the decision to 
replicate this arrangement on the adjacent 2 New Bailey Square. Also in 2017, 
the Council approved the forward funding of 100 Embankment in Greengate. 
These decisions were primarily aimed at regeneration of the local areas but 
were supported by robust financial and market projections to ensure that the 
Council would receive a financial return allowing reinvestment in frontline 
services.  

 
1.2 In total, the Council controls 479,500sq ft of grade A office accommodation, 

244,500sq ft of which is either let or committed (under an Agreement of Lease 
or currently with solicitors). To date, the properties are either performing in line 
with or exceeding the projections which were presented in support of the 
decisions to invest. One New Bailey is generating a surplus of over £470k per 
annum and with the lettings to date in 2 New Bailey Square, when the rent-free 
periods expire, the headlease rent is all but covered. Further lettings will 
generate a surplus to the Council. The take-up of space at 100 Embankment 
has been slower, in part because of particular circumstances although it 
remains in line with original forecasts. 

 
 2.0  Property Details  
 

One New Bailey  
2.1 The first of the properties which was completed in 2016 is One New Bailey. The 

building is 125,000sq ft spread over ground and seven upper floors, all of which 
are fully let. The ground floor is occupied by two food and beverage operators 
whereas the upper floors provide office accommodation. The building is held on 
a wrapper lease which is an arrangement whereby the Council takes a lease of 
the entire property at a low rent, reflecting the amount of space taken and the 
Council’s covenant strength; the lease has just over 20 years to expiry. Lettings 
to occupiers are at a market rent above that being paid by the Council which 
creates a margin. Currently the building is generating an annual surplus which 
will support future costs in the portfolio.  

 
2 New Bailey Square  

2.2  During 2017, following the success of One New Bailey, the Council approved 
the same arrangement for another 25 years wrapper lease to be taken over 2 
New Bailey Square. This building was completed in November 2020 and is 
188,000sq ft spread over ground and ten upper floors plus a rooftop terrace 
available for use by the building’s tenants. Since the Council signed the 
agreement for lease in 2017, terms were agreed with Eversheds Sutherland and 
BLM, two firms of solicitors to occupy 6½ of the 10 office floors. A further 
Agreement for Lease was completed with Sainsburys supermarket for part of 
the ground floor with opening set for March 2021. Based on the performance of 
One New Bailey, conservative assumptions on both the level and pace of 
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lettings were made in support of the decision to take the wrapper lease. The 
first year was assumed to be 100% empty whereas with the agreements 
completed to date, the building is in fact 65% occupied. This places the Council 
ahead of both the projected level and pace of lettings resulting in an 
improvement in the original financial forecast.  

 
2.3  The area which is now the New Bailey estate was formerly occupied by surface 

car parks and 1970’s office blocks. As part of the Overarching Development 
Agreement which the Council entered into with English Cities Fund in 2006, 
acquisitions of the car parks and demolition of the offices took place enabling 
the creation of what were 6 distinct development plots. The first plot to be 
developed was the New Bailey multi-storey car park followed by the speculative 
developments of One and 2 New Bailey, enabled by the Council taking wrapper 
leases on both. Since then the remaining three plots have been built out to 
create a new home for HMRC in the city at 3 New Bailey (which occupies two 
of the plots), with the recently announced decision that BT would occupy a new 
175,000sq ft building on the final plot. The Council’s decision to intervene to 
enable the first office development and thereafter maintain the momentum has 
been vindicated by the completion of the remaining plots on site. Business rates 
income from the properties completed to date is c.£3.45m per annum with the 
fully built out estate likely to generate in excess of £6m.  

 
2.4  From the outset, the New Bailey properties have been marketed as an 

extension to the successful Spinningfields development which is across the 
River Irwell. They follow the same model as Spinningfields of grade A office 
properties with active ground floor uses focused on food and beverage 
operators, all set within a high-quality public realm. The profile of the tenants 
which have been attracted to New Bailey largely mirrors that in Spinningfields 
with legal, financial and professional services businesses to the fore.  

 
100 Embankment  

 
2.5  At the same time as the approval for 2 New Bailey Square was given, the 

Council agreed to forward fund the construction of 100 Embankment. This is a 
166,500sq ft building on ground and nine upper floors. It is the second and final 
phase of the Embankment development which occupies the site of the former 
Exchange Station. It follows on from the completion of 101 Embankment in 
2015. The building was completed in May 2020 during the early stages of the 
pandemic, a point at which many office requirements were put on hold as 
businesses sought to understand how the shift to homeworking would affect 
their office occupancy requirements. A full-scale launch of the building to 
potential occupiers at that time was considered to be unwise. In parallel, the 
Council was aware of firm interest from a multinational company in purchasing 
the building which pre-dated the lockdown. An exclusivity agreement with the 
prospective purchaser was signed, and whilst they expended considerable time 
and money in undertaking due diligence on the property, their interest has 
ultimately waned.  

 
2.6  100 Embankment is targeting a slightly different sector of the grade A office 

market than the New Bailey properties. Whilst New Bailey can capitalise on the 
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success of Spinningfields to attract financial and professional occupiers which 
tend to cluster, Embankment is more likely to secure tenants from the insurance, 
technology or public sectors. Its other notable feature is that it is a landmark 
building which would lend itself to be a headquarters or hub building for a single 
occupier, as would have been the case if the interest from the multinational 
company mentioned above had reached completion. Interest in 100 
Embankment remains extremely positive with a high volume of open enquiries 
and head of terms in play. There have been initial enquiries from M&G as to the 
Council’s position on a sale of 100 Embankment and we will explore this option 
further in the coming months. 

 
2.7 At the end of 2020, the top 5 deals in the Salford and Manchester office market 

show headline rents achieved of £34.50 - £37.50 per sq. ft which is the highest 
outside of London. Whilst take up was down in 2020, compared to the 5-year 
average, as a result of COVID, Q4 saw 349,543 sq. ft transact which is only 
down slightly from the same period in 2019. Some deals were delayed during 
the pandemic, and generally occupiers have reviewed and reduced their 
requirements, but there is still a strong occupier demand.  Companies are 
seeing the need to have a modern, attractive, central office to retain employees 
and attract new hires. The move to central hubs, even with a reduced footprint, 
will benefit the prime Grade A market.  

 
2.8 There will be further pressure on supply over the next few years following the 

Government commitment to move 22,000 posts out of London by 2030 with 2/3 
targeted to move by 2025. There are several Government requirements in the 
market with Greater Manchester at the top of most department’s wish lists as a 
future location.  

 
2.9  In the investment market there is a general “flight to quality” as seen in previous 

down turns. The weight of money being disinvested from retail is being moved 
into industrial and office investments and yields are holding in the prime end of 
the market.  

 
2.10 Overall, the decline in tenant demand is less severe than the decline in Grade 

A supply in the Salford and Manchester market and 100 Embankment is well 
placed to take advantage of pent up demand as we emerge from the pandemic 
in the next 6 months.  

 
3.0  Financial Details  
 
3.1  One New Bailey and 2 New Bailey Square are owned and were funded by 

institutional investors, Legal and General and Aviva, respectively. Those 
investors were prepared to fund the buildings as the Council has signed 25 
years leases with annual upwards only rent reviews linked to the retail prices 
index. In return for signing these leases at a rent below the market rent for office 
occupiers, the Council receives a lump sum “dowry” made up of an amount for 
rental cover and an incentive payment to reflect the letting risk being taken on 
by the Council. The rental cover element reflects the fact that the Council pays 
rent from lease commencement whereas office occupiers expect and are 
granted rent free periods to incentivise them to take space. It also takes into 
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account that there will be periods during the 25 years lease that parts of the 
building will stand empty, therefore the Council will be paying rent on space in 
which there is no a tenant. The dowry received for One New Bailey in 2016 was 
£14.6m of which £3.9m remains and for 2 New Bailey Square, £31.2m was 
received in November.  
 

3.2  The cashflow projections for One New Bailey assumed a minimum void level 
throughout the term of 10%, however with the building fully let, the occupancy 
and therefore income being received, is ahead of projections. Also included in 
the projections was an assumed annual increase in the RPI of 3.47%. The 
actual increases each year have averaged 2.89% with no increase in the four 
reviews to date exceeding 3.47%. The effect is that the Council is currently 
paying approximately £91k less rent than assumed in the forecast which 
supported the original involvement. One note of caution on this point though is 
that open market rental growth broadly tracks the RPI over time so when the 
first rent reviews on the occupational leases take place in 2021, we may see a 
lower than forecast increase in those rents. The other unknown factor is the 
impact of Covid on market rents and this will only become clear as reviews 
across the office market take place over the next 12-24 months.  

3.3  The 2 New Bailey Square projections assumed that the building would attract 
no tenants in the first year i.e. 100% void but during the second year and up to 
year 10 would be only 10% void. The lettings completed to date are significantly 
ahead of forecast with over 65% of the space let. Just prior to the pandemic, 
terms were agreed with an occupier for a further two floors in the building which 
would have generated an additional £1.075m pa in rent. Regrettably, the 
company reassessed its space requirements due to the pandemic and took the 
decision to restructure the lease on its existing premises. The remaining vacant 
space in the building has the potential to generate c.£1.9m pa in rent. As can 
be seen from the table above, with the headlease rent all but covered as a result 
of the existing lettings, the additional rental income would be available to spend 
on frontline services.  

3.4  One significant positive from the Council’s involvement was the size of the 
dowry received upon the completion of the wrapper lease. The original 
projections assumed a dowry of c.£16m however, the Council’s covenant 
strength generated considerable interest in the investment market and resulted 
in an eventual sum of £31.2m” is receivable in full by the Council giving more 
flexibility around the management of the asset.  

3.6  The two New Bailey properties were funded by and are therefore owned by third 
parties. Consequently, there was no capital outlay by the Council and there are 
only annual revenue implications from the lease rent payments. 100 
Embankment is different in that the Council fully funded the build cost of the 
scheme and owns the building so any rental received is net income. The original 
approval in 2017 was on the basis that the funding came from the Council’s own 
resources i.e. unsupported borrowing, provision for which was made in the 
approved capital programme on an invest to save basis. The cost of borrowing 
is being met in the short term from the dowries received for One and 2 New 
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Bailey covering construction, the current holding period and initial rent-free 
period to tenants. Thereafter it will be met from tenant rental income.  

3.7  Similar cash flow projections to the New Bailey properties were made around 
the level of lettings and the terms of those lettings at 100 Embankment. The first 
year was assumed to be 100% void with any lettings from the second year 
onwards being granted with 2 years rent free period. Therefore, the three years 
period during which there would be no income received was always intended to 
be funded from the New Bailey dowries with the properties managed on a 
portfolio basis. As mentioned above, the current market conditions have 
impacted lettings in the building. Despite that though, there is still a significant 
volume of enquiries circulating in the market which 100 Embankment is well 
positioned to satisfy. Requirements for approximately 900k sq ft are active 
which includes 110k sq ft required by the public sector.  

4.0  Office Market Overview  

4.1  Despite the unprecedented situation caused by the pandemic, there remains 
confidence in the Manchester/Salford office market. The wider Greater 
Manchester Region has performed extremely well in recent years and based on 
past take-up levels; it is expected to be one of the more resilient areas in terms 
of overall activity. Manchester, which in this context includes the Salford office 
market, is viewed as the UK’s second largest creative digital and tech hub. In 
addition, there is a strong presence from the professional services sector 
including traditionally London based companies northshoring; Freshfields in 
One New Bailey being a prime example. Whilst these have been predominantly 
back office functions in the past, there have been more recent moves of fee 
earning functions. There are a number of factors for this including the city’s 
extensive talent pool and operating costs up to 40% lower than London.  

4.2  Overall, the 5 and 10-years average of grade A office space take-up of 475k sq 
ft and 395k sq ft, respectively, does leave the Council well placed to satisfy this 
demand with its two properties. Despite the pause in the market mentioned 
above, there is still a significant volume of enquiries circulating which 100 
Embankment is well positioned to satisfy. Requirements for approximately 900k 
sq ft are active which includes 110k sq ft required by the public sector.  

4.3  Whilst New Bailey has established itself in the office market, one positive sign 
for 100 Embankment was the recently announced move by Deloitte to the 
Hanover Building on Corporation Street. Deloitte, which is currently in 
Spinningfields, was interested in 100 Embankment and terms were offered 
during the lockdown. It was understood that a renegotiation of the existing 
agreement for the office in Spinningfields was the preferred option, but the 
company has now announced that it will move into WeWork space in early 2021. 
Deloitte will shrink from its current 67k sq ft footprint to 35k sq ft in Hanover. 
This is a positive as it is a major occupier moving to the area of the city centre 
which includes 100 Embankment and as the move is to WeWork managed 
space, the requirement is likely to resurface in the future as Deloitte looks for a 
permanent base. (Amazon is the other occupier in Hanover and has the option 
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to grow into more space through a contractual right to take back the floors 
currently let to WeWork).  

4.4  At New Bailey, another sign of confidence in the strength of the market is the 
speculative development by English Cities Fund of plot A3 which is opposite 2 
New Bailey Square. This scheme was originally to be a residential block but has 
now been redesigned to provide offices. The design is such that it is not a direct 
competitor to 2 New Bailey Square but complements the wider commercial 
offering in the area. 

 5.0 Conclusion  

5.1  The investments which the Council has made in grade A office properties are 
performing in line or ahead of the forecasts which supported the original 
interventions. In terms of revenue income, the properties either currently or will 
generate surplus revenue as a result of the legal agreements completed to date. 
The Council’s involvement created additional value in 2 New Bailey Square due 
to the size of the dowry received which supports the management on a portfolio 
basis of all the office properties. In demonstrating its confidence in the schemes 
through its investments, the Council has ensured that other developments have 
been successfully completed without the need for public subsidy generating 
both employment opportunities and business rates income for the city. Finally, 
officers believe that despite the lack of lettings to date, the council is well placed 
to secure a successful letting /sale outcome on its Embankment building 

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:  

 

Salford 2025 Regeneration Creating Prosperity in Salford 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:  
there are no equality impacts arising and directly as a consequence of this report 

 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Medium 

 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: There are no legal implications arising from 

this report 
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Chris Mee Strategic finance 

Manager 
In approving these projects, Cabinet took into account the risks associated with the 
schemes and the mitigations in place to manage those risks. The decisions to approve 
these projects were taken on the basis that members were comfortable with the 
cautious lettings scenario and financial projection outlined in the reports considered. 
To date, the developments at New Bailey have both outperformed this projection and 
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whilst tenants have yet to be secured for the development at Embankment, this is still 
in line with the cautious scenario approved by members, which assumed an 18 month 
unoccupied period from completion. The projects will need to continue to be closely 
monitored, with the financial risks across all projects managed on a portfolio basis. 

 

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: 
There are no procurement implications relating to this report 
 

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: 
There are no HR implications relating to this report 

 

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: 
There are no climate change implications relating to this report 

 

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: 
Finance 

 

CONTACT OFFICER: James Kington 
   

 
 

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Ordsall 


